The 2019 Dump and Run team is made up of Rose Carling, Tiasha Craft, Teresa Halstead, Doug Hill, Becky Kellogg, Heather Nickerson, Liza Spaulding, Mark Thomas, Teresa Troy and Carol Welch. This team went above and beyond. They volunteered to help clean out the dump and run items left behind when the students leave campus. They come in in the morning to get their own schedules done for the day before coming together as a team to pick up all the stuff the students left. The priorities change often as any given day we could have filled a box truck in one end of campus and need additional help from the other team to come help. They were all always willing and dedicated to helping any of the team members.

The dump and run team works across all the zones from the picking up items in College Town all the way over to North Campus and many building in between. We have team members from the CC zone, Endowed Zone and SCL all working together to make this huge undertaking a success. The sale at the end of the summer raises money for various charity. The team helped the community raise over $70,000 for the charity involved!

The 2019 Dump and Run Team was nominated by Brenda Conklin. The award was “virtually” presented by Bridgette Brady.